
Dashboard - Tasks #43581

mgr/dashboard: Update 404 error page image to show another cephalopod image

01/13/2020 01:48 PM - Lenz Grimmer

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Low   

Assignee: Lenz Grimmer   

Category: General   

Target version: v15.0.0   

Tags:  Affected Versions:  

Reviewed:  Pull request ID: 33920

Description

The 404 error page currently shows a Nautilus octopus. In tradition with previous releases, we should consider replacing it with a

new image.

Related issues:

Related to Dashboard - Tasks #24489: "404 - Not found" page for Nautilus Resolved

History

#1 - 01/13/2020 04:08 PM - Volker Theile

Suggested:

https://www.flickr.com/photos/aludatan/25818458477/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/clio1789/2274734223/in/photostream/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jeremylim/4328507333/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/alykat/405687204/

https://www.flickr.com/photos/simplebitsdan/319772671/

#2 - 01/15/2020 09:31 AM - Stephan Müller

Suggestion:

https://media.wired.com/photos/59270f1eac01987bf0138609/master/w_582,c_limit/Octopus_E2AA2B.jpg

https://www.leisurepro.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/shutterstock_726155656-1-1366x800.jpg

https://media2.s-nbcnews.com/j/MSNBC/Components/Video/201805/AlienOctopus.focal-860x484.jpg

https://lithub.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/octopus-1.jpg

#3 - 01/15/2020 10:16 AM - Lenz Grimmer

Thanks for all the suggestions. Please note that we need to make sure that the picture's license supports the distribution and modification as part of

the Ceph dashboard. Please only list images that are available under a suitable licence (e.g. creative commons).

#4 - 01/27/2020 10:13 AM - Stephan Müller

A view more, but this time with so that the licence can be seen:

https://ccsearch.creativecommons.org/photos/def890a3-7305-4082-a616-e792e105b243 <- Pretty cool too as it's hiding in the sand (photographed in

the wild)

https://www.pexels.com/photo/selective-focus-photography-of-octopus-3046629/ <- octopus in the wild

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lunkwill42/3658339290 <- My favorite :) (but photographed in an aquarium)
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#5 - 03/09/2020 12:34 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Related to Tasks #24489: "404 - Not found" page for Nautilus added

#6 - 03/11/2020 05:18 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Assignee set to Lenz Grimmer

#7 - 03/12/2020 01:35 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Status changed from In Progress to Fix Under Review

- Pull request ID set to 33920

#8 - 03/12/2020 01:39 PM - Lenz Grimmer

Stephan Müller wrote:

A view more, but this time with so that the licence can be seen:

https://ccsearch.creativecommons.org/photos/def890a3-7305-4082-a616-e792e105b243 <- Pretty cool too as it's hiding in the sand

(photographed in the wild)

 

Thank you for this suggestion, Stephan - this is the image I decided to go with for this release!

#9 - 03/12/2020 07:13 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved

#10 - 04/15/2021 05:26 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard

- Category changed from 132 to General
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